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ABSTRACT
Mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) play a crucial role in our daily
lives nowadays. People rely heavily on mobile devices for searching
online, sending emails, chatting with friends, etc. As a result, input
efficiency becomes increasingly important for real-time communication on mobile devices. Due to the small size of the screen on
mobile devices, however, it is oftentimes frustrating for users to
correct or update the input sequences on an even smaller input
area on the screen. This often causes poor user experience.
In this paper, we focus on improving the input efficiency on
mobile devices to offer better user experience. In order to achieve
efficient input, there are multiple challenges: 1) how to employ a
single, unified representation of the keyboard layouts for different
input languages; 2) how to build a framework to correct a mistouch
immediately and predict the coming input texts (words or phrases)
effectively; 3) how to deploy and evaluate the model on mobile
devices with limited computational power.
To address these challenges, we introduce FastInput to improve
the user input efficiency on mobile devices. Three key techniques
are developed in FastInput – layout modeling, instant mistouch correction and user input text prediction. We also design solutions for
efficient deployment and evaluation of FastInput on mobile devices.
The proposed FastInput achieves higher efficiency compared to the
traditional input system over millions of user input sequences in
different languages.
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INTRODUCTION

The continuing growth of mobile devices consistently provides
convenient online information access and real-time communication. Mobile devices have become indispensable to their users for
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online search, emails and social activities, etc. However, to efficiently conduct these activities on mobile devices, an efficient input
method is required. In addition, it is preferred to equip modern
input methods with the ability to productively predict the coming
text according to user’s input habit. It is especially favorable for
instant communication with others.

(a) QWERTY for English

(b) 10 Key for Chinese Pinyin

(c) AZERTY for Chinese Pinyin

(d) 10 Key for Chinese Stroke

Figure 1: Four layouts for input methods on mobile devices.
Due to the small size of the screen on mobile devices, it is often
frustrating for users to correct or update the input sequences on
an even smaller input area on the screen. This usually causes poor
user experience. Nowadays, lots of companies, including Apple,
Baidu, Google, etc., are making substantial efforts to improve the
input efficiency on mobile devices. Here, we summarize the relevant
technical challenges as follows:
• There are many different keyboard layouts on mobile devices. Figure 1 shows four different layouts for input methods
in English and Chinese on mobile phones. How to model
different layouts into one unified representation is not trivial.
• Mistouch happens regularly on mobile devices due to the
extensive usage of smart touch screens. It is essential to
correct a mistouch directly and predict the coming texts
(words or phrases) instantly. This is particularly difficult due
to the small layout screen and complicated text sequences.
• Since it is difficult to collect and simulate user’s touch behaviors, there is no public method to evaluate the input
efficiency in an offline manner. Designing an elegant measurement model for the input efficiency is demanding.
• With limited memory access and instant response requirement, it is much more challenging to deploy the designed
model on mobile devices for input efficiency improvement.

In this paper, we share our experiences in tackling the above
issues and introduce a series of practical techniques which could
be fairly easily deployed. The core framework is FastInput, which
consists of three key components: 1) layout modeling; 2) instant
mistouch correction; and 3) user input text prediction.
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People tend to choose different keyboard layouts for their preferred
input method editor on mobile devices. For example, people prefer
to type English with the QWERTY layout (Figure 1 (a)) while they
are more likely to use the 10 key layout (Figure 1 (b)) for Chinese
characters. It is time-consuming and a waste of efforts to design
different models for each type of the layout to improve the input
efficiency. To circumvent this issue, we design a distance-based
strategy to extract a unified representation of keyboards on mobile
devices, regardless of layouts and languages.
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THE FASTINPUT FRAMEWORK

As shown in Figure 2, FastInput consists of three key components
for efficiency improvement on mobile devices. We will introduce
the detail of each component in the following subsections.

wk

Figure 2: The work flow of FastInput.

Figure 2 illustrates the work flow of FastInput. Firstly, we extract a common representation from various layouts for the layout
modeling. Secondly, to instantly correct mistouches, we take user’s
previous input information into consideration and design an effective classification model to learn the true characters a user want to
type. Finally, we present an end-to-end prediction system that remarkably boosts input efficiency by transferring user’s misspelled
sequences of touches into the correct words/phrases users may
be interested to input. In addition, we provide solutions for input
efficiency evaluation and mobile device compatibility.
In summary, our key contributions include:
• Designing a distance-based strategy for a unified representation of keyboards on mobile devices, regardless of keyboard
layouts and languages.
• Developing machine learning models to correct mistouch
instantly and predict user input texts effectively.
• Proposing an innovative model to simulate user’s touch behaviors for efficiency evaluation offline by replaying user’s
historical input actions.
• Adapting FastInput to mobile devices with detailed analysis
of information reduction and model compression.
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Figure 3: The distance measure between a touch at location
t and a key at location o. In this example, t is not in k.
The layout modeling extracts keyboard representations according to the distance from the center of a key to the touch point of a
user. Given a coordinate system with the horizontal axis and vertical
axis, we denote a touch point as t = (x, y). As illustrated in Figure 3,
a key can be represented by its four vertices as k = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 },
where v 1 = (x 1 , y1 ), v 2 = (x 1 , y2 ), v 3 = (x 2 , y1 ) and v 4 = (x 2 , y2 )
are the left top, left bottom, right top and right bottom vertices,
respectively. We denote the center of k as o = (x ′, y ′ ), where
x ′ = (x 1 + x 2 )/2 and y ′ = (y1 + y2 )/2.
We further denote the representation for a touch point t and a
given key k as a quad h(t, k) = {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 }, where
h 1 = x − x ′,
h 2 = y − y ′,
(
min(|x − x 1 |, |x − x 2 |)
h3 =
0
(
min(|y − y1 |, |y − y2 |)
h4 =
0

if t not in k
else,
if t not in k
else.

Figure 3 provides an example of how to calculate h(t, k). Given
any keyboard, we mainly focus on the 26 characters from A to Z
and denote the representation of a touch t in the layout as a vector
ht ∈ R104 by concatenating all the distances of h(t, k) for k starting
from A to Z. The length of ht is 104 = 26 × 4. Based on the layout
modeling, we build machine learning models to correct mistouch
instantly and predict user input texts effectively.

2.2

Instant Mistouch Correction

In order to correct user mistouches on mobile devices, we first
study the input behavior of users to figure out how mistouches are
generated. Then we apply a classification technique to learn what
character a user would actually mean to type when s/he touches
the keyboard.
2.2.1 Understanding User Behaviors. As is shown in Figure 1,
there are gaps between two characters. With a small virtual keyboard, people oftentimes mistouch the gaps or adjacent characters
when s/he types on mobile devices. We study the falling positions
of touches based on billions of input sequences and Figure 4 visualizes the touching area of each character on a QWERTY layout. For
simplicity, function keys including “shift”, “control”, “enter”, etc, are
represented with numbers in Figures 4 and 5. It is found that about
20% of the touches are falling out of the boundaries of characters.
Such mistouches would significantly reduce the input efficiency.

Obviously, this simple basic correction method overlooks a lot
of mistouches due to different touching behaviors caused by different character orders in sequences. Figure 6 demonstrates how
the touching area of a character c differs from each other when
the character is in different positions of a word sequence. It can be
observed that the touching area of c is more centralized when it is
the first character in sequences (in Figure 6 (a)) while the area is
more dispersed if c is after a character in sequences (in Figure 6 (b)).
That suggests the falling point of a character is not only related
to the layout of the keyboard, but also relevant with the order of
the character in the input sequence. In order to correct a touch
effectively, we have to take both the layout and the character orders
into consideration.

(a) c is the first character

(b) c is not the first one

Figure 6: The influence of the order of a character c on the
touching area.

Figure 4: The touching areas on mobile devices. The red lines
are the boundaries of characters on the keyboard.
We consider a basic strategy for correcting mistouches, by virtually expanding the key boundaries according to user’s touch areas
in Figure 4. Each key is extended to a larger rectangle that includes
all the touching points for this character. Figure 5 visualizes the
enlarged keyboard for the QWERTY layout. In this way, each touch
can be easily assigned to a key.

2.2.2 Learning User Touches. The instant mistouch correction
task can be modeled as a classification problem by learning from
user’s previous input behaviors to predict which character a user
would like to input when s/he makes a touch on the keyboard. Formally, let X = {X1 , · · · , XN } denote the input data of N touches.
Xi = {X i1 , · · · , X i M } is the i-th set of features in X, which represents the information related to the i-th touch. z = {z 1 , · · · , z N }
denotes the multi-class labels, where zi ∈ {A, · · · , Z , ⊔} is the label
of Xi . ⊔ denotes the non-letter character, including the numbers
and punctuations during the input process. For simplicity, in this
paper, we focus on the classification of these 27 characters only.
Recall that both layouts and character orders are important for
predicting user touches accurately. As is discussed in Section 2.1,
the touch information in a layout can be represented as a vector
h ∈ R104 . For the character orders, only the previous characters are
available and they are the most relevant information. Hence, we can
build a character transition dictionary D = {Dp , Dpp , Dppp , · · · }
from large amounts of existing input sequences to model the order
influence of characters. Dp records the transition information from
a previous character to a current one, Dpp is about the transition information from the previous two characters, and so on. Specifically,
each element Dp (c i , c j ) ∈ Dp ∈ R27×27 calculates the probability
of the character c j occurring after c i as follows,
Dp (c i , c j ) = Prob(c j |c i ) =

Figure 5: The enlarged keyboard for the QWERTY layout on
mobile devices. The red lines are the extended boundaries of
characters on the keyboard.

count(c i c j )
.
count(c i )

For those characters at the beginning or the end of a text sequence,
we pad “⊔” before or after for the calculation. To avoid zero probabilities, we simply add one to the count of two consecutive characters
c i c j and adjust the denominator of count(c i ) accordingly as the

Laplace Smoothing [5] in language modeling. Therefore, Dp is a
matrix with 27 × 27 probabilities. In a similar way, we can calculate
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other transition probabilities Dpp ∈ R27 ×27 , Dppp , and so on.
Given the pre-built knowledge D and the last q touches tq tq−1 · · ·
t 2t 1t, we can assume that the previous touches tq tq−1 · · · t 2t 1 have
already been matched with the character sequence cq cq−1 · · · c 2c 1 .
We represent the character order influence on the current touch t as
a concatenated vector st = {Dp (c 1 , :), Dpp (c 2c 1 , :), · · · , Dp ···p (cq cq−1
· · · c 2c 1 , :)}. Here Dp (c 1 , :) ∈ R27 , Dpp (c 2c 1 , :) and Dp ···p (cq cq−1
· · · c 2c 1 , :) ∈ R27 correspond to the row vector of Dp , Dpp and
Dp ···p , respectively. With more previous touches, it requires more
time and storage space to calculate the transition probability. But
the improvement of helping correcting instant mistouches will not
be that significant. In the experiments in Section 5.1, we will show
that the result is satisfying enough with only Dp and Dpp .
By concatenating the layout modeling and the character order
influence into the feature representation X = {ht , st } for a touch t,
we feed it into a classification method to learn the corresponding
character of a touch t. Due to the data privacy, user’s input touches
are encrypted. We can only randomly sample from the streaming
input touches and study the anonymized touch sequences in an
incremental way. To efficiently learn from user input streams on
mobile devices, we apply an incremental linear classification algorithm [31] to solve this task. We name it as the IMC method
(Instant Mistouch Correction). After training IMC, we will obtain
the probability values of each character for a touch. We select the
character with the highest probability as the prediction result. IMC
is deployed in an online manner. If a user mistakenly touches a
gap or an adjacent key on the screen, the proposed IMC model
can accurately learn the character the user would like to input and
instantly correct the mistouch.

2.3

Input Text Prediction

After the instant mistouch correction task, we would like to further
learn the words/phrases (sequences of characters) a user intends to
input. This component can boost the input efficiency by displaying
the possible texts to users even if s/he inputs misspelled sequences
of touches. In this section, we propose an end-to-end system ITP
(Input Text Prediction) to discover the potential words at each time
a user touches the keyboard. The input efficiency can be improved
if the desired word is always corrected by the system although it is
mistakenly typed by the user.
Currently, deep learning technologies are widely used for the
end-to-end learning task [7, 25, 27, 30] (See Section 6 for more
details). It is, however, typically difficult to fit the complex deep
learning models on mobile devices with limited memory access.
Therefore, as is shown in Figure 2, we propose the ITP system with
three modules – Touch2Char (the touch to character prediction),
Char2Seq (the character to sequence prediction) and Seq2Word (the
sequence to word prediction). Each module is effective and efficient.
The three modules together help the ITP system enhance the input
efficiency on mobile devices.
2.3.1 Touch to Character. In order to predict user’s input texts
precisely, the first step is to correct user’s touch sequences to the
corresponding character sequences. The previous instant mistouch

correction model IMC can be directly applied here. However, IMC
model only considers the previous characters. For the text prediction task, the nearest characters before and after a touch can be used
to increase the possibility of a touch sequence becoming a meaningful word or phrase. Hence, we design Touch2Char with the same
incremental linear classification algorithm [31] in IMC to find the
most possible character of each touch in the sequence. Differently,
we add more features by constructing more transition information
to capture character relations in meaningful words/phrases.
In addition to Dp , Dpp and other character transition statistics
for the previous characters from IMC, we add D n , D nn , Dpn , Dppn ,
Dppnn and other transition probabilities in Touch2Char. The final
character transition dictionary for Touch2Char is denoted as D ′ .
Similar to Dp , D n ∈ R27×27 records the probability information of
transiting to the current character given the one next to it. Similar
2
to Dpp , D nn (or Dpn )∈ R27 ×27 are about the transition probabilities given the next two characters (or the previous and the next
3
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characters). Dppn , Dpnn ∈ R27 ×27 , Dppnn ∈ R27 ×27 and other
transition probabilities can be calculated correspondingly. With
more and more transition statistics, the performance improvement
of Touch2Char becomes less and less significant. In the experiment, we collect the transition information within five characters
(e.g., D n with two characters, Dpn with three and Dppnn with five
characters) and achieve satisfying results as is shown in Table 2.
Compared to IMC focusing on detecting a current mistouch,
Touch2Char makes use of more information to generate more meaningful character sequences. For example, assume we have already
had a touch sequence “ha”. When we input “s”, “p” and “y” one
by one, we may not correct anything for each touch since “as”,
“sp”, “py”, “has”, “asp” and “spy” have much higher probabilities to
appear together according to the transition information Dp and
Dpp in IMC model. However, with the transition dictionary D ′ ,
the Touch2Char module may discover that “p” should be the most
possible character to be fit in the touch sequence “ha?py”. In this
way, Touch2Char will consider “happy” as a desirable character
sequence the user would like to type instead of “haspy”.
2.3.2 Character to Sequence. Given the touches a user has already input until now, the Touch2Char module will produce a
predicted probability value of every character for a touch in the
sequence. If we simply select the character with the highest probability value for each touch, we may miss the real sequence of
characters a user would like to input. For instance, a user mistakenly touches “jam” for “ham” since “j” is the adjacent key of “h” in
the QWERTY layout. We cannot predict “ham” correctly because
“jam” may be the most probable character sequence if we type “j”,
“a” and “m” one by one. However, with a touch sequence of length
L, there are 27L combinations of character sequences. It would be
too time-consuming or even impossible for larger L to calculate
and rank the possibility scores for each combination.
Our Character to Sequence module Char2Seq aims to select
the most probable sequences of characters as meaningful texts
that the user plans to input in an effective and efficient way. As
a widely-used algorithm for the most possible sequence selection
task, the beam search algorithm [7, 33, 35] is employed to optimize
the generation of sequences of characters. Beam search is a greedy
algorithm that explores the solution space by expanding the most

promising partial solutions in a limited set. It is a heuristic method
that optimizes the breadth-first search to reduce the computation
cost and memory requirements. In addition, beam search can be
easily implemented in an incremental manner to deal with the
streaming touch sequences.
In our Char2Seq module, the beam search algorithm works as
follows: at each time of a touch, we keep track of the best k hypotheses, i.e., the most possible k sequences of characters after the
current touch. We refer to k as the beam size. When a user makes
a new touch at a following time step, we will have V = 27 new
possible characters for the new touch. It makes a total of V × k new
hypotheses (sequences). We will score these sequences by their
overall probabilities and only keep the best k ones. In this way we
always keep a beam of sequences and the procedure repeats until
we reach the end of the sequence. The best k sequences with the
highest probability scores are the output of the Char2Seq module,
representing as the text candidates a user expects to input.
2.3.3 Sequence to Word. With the k candidate texts from the
Char2Seq module, it is still challenging to discover the most meaningful one that a user would like to type. For example, if a user
types “holf”, the Char2Seq module may find that “hold”, “hole” and
“half” are the top three words with equal possibilities. In this case,
the Seq2Word step aims to incorporate more information to further
distinguish the k texts and return the best one to the user.
Motivated by the learning to rank techniques widely used in
search engines [22, 28, 39], we utilize the LambdaRank algorithm
[3] to come up with an optimal ordering of the k texts and present
the top one as the final text that satisfies the user’s expectation
most. LambdaRank transforms ranking into a pairwise regression
problem by ordering a pair of items at a time and using it to get
the final ranking results. It can also be easily implemented in an
incremental manner to deal with the streaming touch sequences.
Besides the overall probability value of each candidate text, we
take other valuable information into account and feed them together to the LambdaRank model to learn a ranking score for the
text. The valuable information includes the popularity of the text,
the number of matched words/phrases in a prior-known corpus,
and the frequencies of those matched texts, etc. Here the priorknown corpus records all the mappings from an input sequence to
the selected word/phrase. For instance, if a user types “ok”, s/he
may choose “ok” or “okay” as the displayed word. The corpus will
record the map from “ok” to “okay”. However, it would be too large
if the corpus saves each possible mapping since an input sequence
may match to tens of or even hundreds of different words/phrases,
especially for the Chinese language. In this paper, we mainly focus
on the five most frequent texts for a sequence and use their frequencies for the ranking task. The LambdaRank algorithm produces a
ranking result for the k candidate texts. The top one ranked text is
considered as the most possible one the user would like to type.
In summary, with the three modules, the Input Text Prediction
system ITP helps improve the input efficiency by displaying the
correct words/phrases to users even if they misspelled the text.

3

MOBILE DEVICE COMPATIBILITY

The proposed Touch2Char module in the ITP (Input Text Prediction) component needs to store a large amount of pre-calculated

character transition probabilities. For example, the transition dictionary Dppnn records the probabilities of 274 × 27 combinations of
five characters, which takes around 55 megabytes in memory (using
4 bytes to store each float value). In mobile devices, the memory
access for the input method are limited to only several hundreds of
kilobytes. It is impossible to fit all the pre-calculated probabilities
into mobile devices.
In order to adapt Touch2Char to the environment of mobile
devices, we propose to select the most important transition probabilities during the classification process. We first analyze the effectiveness of different transition probabilities in achieving reasonable
classification results. It is observed that the classification accuracy
of using Dppn and Dpnn is very close to the performance of using
all probabilities within five characters in Table 2. Therefore, we
only keep Dppn and Dpnn as our main transition knowledge on
mobile devices for the input text prediction task.
However, both Dppn (or Dpnn ) have 273 × 27 probability values.
Each still takes large memory space of around 2 megabytes. What’s
worse, the probability value in the range of [0.0, 1.0] saved in the
double (or float) type could reduce the processing and running
speed on mobile devices. Hence, we propose to divide the range
of [0, 1] into n equal intervals and use bit values to represent the
probability falling in each interval. For example, we can use the
binary (one bit) representation by setting n = 2. A probability value
is represented as “0” if it is in the range of [0, 0.5). Otherwise, it
is “1”. Such bit representations help reduce the memory space to
a large extent. With a smaller n, less space is needed while more
transition information is missed, which may cause more significant
drop of the performance for Touch2Char.
We evaluate the influence of the one-bit representation on the
performance of Touch2Char. It is discovered that the accuracy drops
by 0.357% compared with the original float representation. We further split [0, 1] into n = 4 intervals and represent the probability
as a two-bit value. Specifically, “00” presents the probability falling
in the range of [0, 0.25), “01” is about the value in [0.25, 0.50), “10”
is about the value in [0.50, 0.75) and “11” is about the value in
[0.75, 1.0]. The accuracy of the two-bit representation drops only
0.025% compared with the float representation. Hence, we set n = 4
to compress the transition probabilities Dppn and Dpnn to a more
efficient representation on mobile devices. In this way, any three
characters in Dppn needs 27 × 2 = 54 bits for the transition probabilities over the 27 characters, i.e., 7 bytes for the storage. Each 7 bytes
for any three characters are considered as a unit and are stored in a
continuous space so that it can be conveniently located and read out
for the classification method in the Touch2Char module. The total
memory of Dppn or Dpnn now becomes 7 × 273 = 137, 781 = 135
kilobytes. Compared to the space required by float representations,
this is a huge saving with little drop of classification performance.

4

INPUT EFFICIENCY EVALUATION

With the proposed FastInput framework, our next step is to evaluate
the benefit of deploying FastInput into the mobile devices. In the
following, we first introduce the evaluation metric for the instant
mistouch correction (IMC). Then we show how to evaluate the
input text prediction (ITP).

4.1

Evaluation of IMC

For each touch sequences, if a backspace appears, we believe a mistouch happens. The mistakenly touched one before the backspace
and the correct one after the backspace are located for the training
and evaluation of IMC. In the experiment, we use error rate, macro
average and micro average false positive rates [32] as the performance measures of instant mistouch correction. The macro average
false positive rates (macro-FPR) computes the FPR independently
for each class and then takes the average as the result. The micro
average false positive rates (micro-FPR) will aggregate the contributions of all classes to compute the average FPR. We use the false
positive rate FPR in the experiment because it is important to help
analyze the cost of the unnecessary actions of correcting a touch.

4.2

Evaluation of ITP

With anonymized touch sequences in an online streaming manner,
it is much more challenging to verify the quality of the proposed
ITP model. Currently, there is no public method to evaluate the
input efficiency in an offline manner.
In this paper, we propose an innovative model OIS (Offline Input
Simulation) to mimic user’s touch behaviors in an offline manner.
The intuition is to study how user reacts to a mistouch on the
keyboard. When a mistouch happens, a user will first search from
the list of candidate texts. If s/he cannot find the desired text, he
will press the backspace key to correct the mistouches. However, if
our framework FastInput could successfully predict the expected
text, backspaces are no longer needed and the input efficiency can
be improved. The OIS model replays a user’s original input touches
by simulating when s/he presses the backspace key to correct a
mistouch under the FastInput framework. The simulation process is
as follows: Assume a user has already input a sequence of touches
as t 0t 1 · · · tn and s/he wants to select his/her expected text w. If
w is not in the predicted ranking list obtained from FastInput, a
backspace is pressed to mimic the user removing the last touch tn .
The user may type a new character tn′ or do nothing. With a new
sequence of touches t 0t 1 · · · tn−1 or t 0t 1 · · · tn−1tn′ , FastInput will
generate a new ranking list of candidate texts. If w is not in the list
again, another backspace is needed. This procedure repeats until
we find w in the predicted list of FastInput or we enter a backspace
to remove the first touch t 0 of the sequence. Once w is found in
the predicted list or t 0 is removed, the OIS model will enter the
characters in w to finish correcting t 0t 1 · · · tn . Then OIS will move
to the next touch sequence until all the sequences are replayed out.
The simulated touches generated by OIS are considered as the
output under our proposed ITP model. By comparing the original
touches with the new ones, we can easily evaluate the performance
of ITP. In this paper, we compute the backspace rate between the
original and simulated touches as the performance measure. To
evaluate the input efficiency from the character level, we run the
ITP model after a user input a touch and compute the backspace
rate for each touch. We denote this measure as BR@T. In addition,
we measure the input efficiency from the sequence level by running
the ITP model after a backspace is typed by the user. We assume
that the user has finished typing a sequence of characters if s/he
inputs a backspace. In this way, we can calculate the backspace rate
for each sequence. We denote it as BR@S.

Furthermore, for a more intuitive evaluation of the input efficiency, we provide two more measurements: IE@T and IE@S. IE@T
is about the input efficiency from the character level and IE@S is
from the sequence level. After each running of ITP, IE@T (or IE@S)
calculates the ratio between the length of the correct character
sequence and the actual sequence (each backspace is included and
counted once) input by the user. For example, a user mistakenly
typed “haspy” for “happy”. From the character level, the user will
type “has<ppy” if s/he realized the wrong touch “s” immediately.
Here “<” means the backspace inserted by the user. So the user
touches 7 times for “has<ppy” to correct “happy” with 5 touches
and the IE@T will be 5/7 = 71.43%. Similarly, IE@S for “happy”
would be 5/11 = 45.45% because “haspy<<<ppy” is needed to correct “happy” after the whole sequence “haspy” is typed. These four
types of metrics measure the input efficiency of ITP from different
perspectives.

5

EXPERIMENT

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the
proposed FastInput framework. In order to show the effectiveness of
FastInput on different languages, we train and test on Chinese and
English input touches. For each language, 1,000,000 touch sequences
are selected for training and another 1,000,000 ones are for testing.
Each touch sequence records the input behavior of a user when
s/he is typing a piece of text (word/phrase). The backspaces are
included if a user tries to correct his/her input touches. Since we
mainly focus on improving the input efficiency of words/phrases on
mobile devices, we remove the numbers and punctuations appeared
in each touch sequence.
User’s input touches are encrypted to protect data privacy and
cannot be downloaded and saved for any purpose. To train and
test FastInput, we can only fetch anonymized touch sequences one
by one from the online streaming input touches and feed each
touch sequence into the IMC and ITP systems for training and
evaluation. Each module in ITP can be employed in an incremental
way effectively and efficiently.

5.1

Performance of IMC

In order to show the effectiveness of the instant mistouch correction
method (IMC), we compare with the following methods:
• Layout: It is a traditional mistouch correction method. As is
shown in Figure 5, a larger touch boundary of a key is first
decided and fixed. Then each touch would be assigned to a
key during the prediction.
• IMC: The proposed method in this paper. We combine the
layout information, the influence of the previous characters
together for the mistouch correction.
In the experiment, we use the incremental LIBLINEAR method [31]
for classification. Specifically, we select the L2-regularized L1-loss
support vector classification (dual) and other default parameters
for the classification method. In order to show the influence of previous characters, we derive two variations of IMC. IMC (Dp ) only
considers one previous character during the correction and IMC
(Dp + Dpp ) takes both the previous one and two characters into

(a) The ITP performance on the Chinese sequences.

Figure 7: The IMC result on the Chinese touches. Lower values mean better performance for all the three metrics.

account. Figure 7 presents the performance on the Chinese input
data. It can be observed that our proposed IMC has a significant improvement compared with the traditional Layout method. Though
a series of complicated rules are designed to set the real boundaries
of keys by analyzing huge amounts of user’s historical input behaviors, the influence of character orders in word/phrase sequences
are ignored. By incorporating character order information into the
touch prediction task, the proposed IMC model outperforms the
Layout method. In addition, IMC (Dp + Dpp ) performs slightly better than IMC (Dp ), showing that more previous characters can help
improve the instant mistouch correction task.

5.2

Performance of ITP

Besides the instant mistouch correction, we also study the input text
prediction (ITP) to auto-correct user’s input sequences of characters.
In order to evaluate the performance of ITP, we compare with the
following methods:
• NoP: It is a classical method without any text prediction technique. Given a touch, we simply locate it to the key according
to the enlarged key boundary in Figure 5. The interval area
between two keys are unequally divided according to the
frequency of the adjacent keys. No sequence information is
taken into account and it involves no text predictions.
• ITP: The proposed method in this paper. We combine the
Touch2Char, Char2Seq and Seq2Word together to boost the
performance of the input text prediction.
We use the same parameter settings for the classification method
in Touch2Char as in the IMC method. For the beam search in the
Char2Seq module, we set the beam size k to be 5. For the LambdaRank algorithm in the Seq2Word module, we use the standard
tree implementation of (robust) logitboost [11, 21].
Figure 8 presents the performance of ITP on both the Chinese and
English data. Here the transition probabilities within five characters
are all applied in the Touch2Char module of ITP with the float
representation. It can be observed that our proposed ITP performs
the best for all the four types of metrics on both data. Compared to
the NoP baseline, ITP achieves a significant improvement over all
the metrics, showing the effectiveness of applying text prediction
techniques. By incorporating the classification method, the beam
search algorithm and the learning to rank model into the ITP system,
users’ input efficiency is greatly enhanced.

(b) The ITP performance on the English sequences.

Figure 8: The ITP performance on the Chinese and English
sequences. For the backspace rate BR@T and BR@S, the
lower the value the better the performance. For the input
efficiency IE@T and IE@S, the larger the value the better
the performance.

We further present some case studies to show the effectiveness of
the proposed ITP system. For the tested input sequences, we select
5 touch sequences in Chinese and another 5 in English as shown in
Table 1. Our FastInput framework predicts each sequence correctly
without inserting any backspace. We further show the simulation
results of the baseline method NoP under our proposed Offline Input
Simulation (OIS) model. “OIS for NoP@S” means the simulation
procedure of NoP at the end of a sequence while “OIS for NoP@T”
is about the simulation after each touch in a sequence. For example,
in Table 1 (b), if a user wrongly typed “bitthdat” for “birthday”, the
OIS for NoP@S will have 6 backspaces inserted to get the correct
word. But the OIS model for NoP@T will insert only 2 backspaces. It
can be observed that the OIS model captures user’s touch behaviors
in an offline manner to help assess the input efficiency accurately.
Under the OIS method, our proposed FastInput framework can
predict each sequence correctly without any backspace insertion,
no matter at the touch level or at the sequence level.

5.3

Compatibility analysis on mobile devices

Section 5.2 shows the result of ITP with the transition probabilities
(in float representation) within five characters in the Touch2Char
module. In this section, we study the compatibility of the FastInput framework on mobile devices as described in Section 3. We
first test the performance of Touch2Char with different transition
probabilities in the float or bit representations. Table 2 shows the
classification accuracy of the Touch2Char model on the Chinese
data. “ppn+pnn (b)” and “ppn+pnn (f)” are about the models with
Dppn and Dpnn in two-bit and float representations, respectively.
“ppnnno (b)” and ‘ppnnno (f)” are about the model without Dppnn
in two-bit and float representations, respectively. “all” is the model

Table 1: Case studies on the Chinese and English input sequences.
(a) Examples from the Chinese input sequences.

Input Sequence
English Translation
Correct Text
(Predicted by ITP)
OIS for NoP@S
OIS for NoP@T

quandoiyao
All to be

wohauiyi
I doubt

tingyi
agree

xinfqi
week

sgiguang
time

quandouyao

wohuaiyi

tongyi

xingqi

shiguang

quandoiyao<<<<uyao
quandoi<uyao

wohaui<<<uaiyi
woha<uu<aiyi

tingyi<<<<<ongyi
ti<ongyi

xinfqi<<<gqi
xinf<gqi

sgiguang<<<<<<<higuang
sg<higuang

(b) Examples from the English input sequences.

Input Sequence
Correct Text
(Predicted by ITP)
OIS for NoP@S
OIS for NoP@T

bitthdat

anttime

faicly

costomer

thiught

birthday

anytime

fairly

customer

thought

bitthdat<<<<<<rthday
bit<rthdat<y

anttime<<<<<ytime
ant<ytime

faicly<<<rly
faic<rly

costomer<<<<<<<ustomer
co<ustomer

thiught<<<<<ought
thi<ought

Table 2: Classification accuracy of Touch2Char.
Touch2Char
Accuracy

ppn+pnn (b)
95.14%

ppn+pnn (f)
95.19%

ppnnno (b)
95.22%

ppnnno (f)
95.29%

all
95.31%

with all probabilities within five characters in the float representation. Here we test the performance of ppnnno to see the influence
of Dppnn . It can be observed that the performance does not change
much if we exclude Dppnn from the Touch2Char model. The reason is that the transition information of Dppnn may be indirectly
inferred from Dppn and Dpnn . We can also observe that “ppn+pnn
(b)” does not drop too much compared with others. Hence, we can
safely use the two-bit representation of Dppn and Dpnn to help
achieve good performance and save large memory space on mobile
devices simultaneously.
In addition, we analyze the performance of the Input Text Prediction (ITP) with the bit representations. Figure 9 presents the result
comparisons on the four measurements BR@T, BR@S, IE@T and
IE@S. “ITP (bit)” is the ITP method using the bit representation of
Dppn and Dpnn only in the Touch2Char module. “ITP (float)” is the
proposed method in Section 2.3. ITP (bit) drops a little bit compared
to ITP (float) since it loses some information of the character transitions. However, ITP (bit) still outperforms other baseline methods
on the four types of measurements.

(a) BR results (the lower the better)

Table 3: Running time (sec) after adapting to mobile devices.

(b) IE results (the higher the better)

Figure 9: Performance of different text prediction models.
With the better performance of ITP (bit), we deploy it to the mobile devices in C and record the average running time of each module over 100,000 touch sequences. Table 3 shows the running time

Modules
Loading
Time
Modules
Prediction
Time

Layout
Modeling
0.000423

Touch2Char
Transition Classification
Dictionary
Model
0.001489

0.003750

Char2Seq +
Seq2Word
0.021224

Sequence
Parsing

Touch2Char

Char2Seq +
Seq2Word

0.000017

0.000358

0.020923

of ITP (bit) in seconds. Both the loading time of the pre-calculated
knowledge and the average prediction time for each input sequence
are recorded in Table 3. It can be observed that the proposed FastInput framework is truly efficient on mobile devices.

6

RELATED WORK

A language can be represented in different writing systems. For
example, the Chinese language can be represented in Pinyin (or
Romanized Chinese), Zhuyin and Hanzi. Pinyin and Zhuyin are
phonetic systems for representing Hanzi characters. A lot of patents
have been filed to identify the input sequence of characters under
different writing systems [26, 36, 40]. There are some other research
and patents [8, 18, 23, 34, 38] of predicting texts or conversions of
input. To the best of our knowledge, however, no instant mistouch
correction and offline efficiency evaluation are addressed.
Due to its scalability, linear classification methods [6, 9, 10, 20, 31]
are commonly used in many applications such as text classification
[15, 24]. In order to efficiently learn from user input streams on
mobile devices, we apply an incremental linear classification algorithm of LIBLINEAR [31] for the instant mistouch correction task
and the input text prediction task. LIBLINEAR is an easy-to-use
tool that supports L2-regularized logistic regression [19], L2-loss
and L1-loss linear support vector machines [1]. It is very efficient
and achieves competitive performance compared with other linear
classifiers such as Pegasos [29] and SVMperf [17].
In recent years, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [13], together
with its variants such as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [12, 14]
and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] have shown great success in

modeling sequential data. Several RNN-based neural network architectures have been proposed and successfully applied to sequence to
sequence learning tasks such as machine translation [7, 30] and text
summarization [25, 27]. The neural networks often consist of an
encoder and a decoder [7]. The encoder extracts a fixed-length representation from a variable-length input sequence, and the decoder
generates a correct sequence (e.g., translation) from this representation. The beam search algorithm [33, 35] is widely used to decode
RNNs to generate possible candidates of the output sequence. Due
to the complexity of the neural network models, it is difficult to fit
the mobile devices. In this paper, we design our own end-to-end
learning techniques to improve the input efficiency.
Learning to rank techniques are widely used in commercial
search engines and recommender systems [22, 28, 37, 39]. A popular
scheme is to transform ranking into a pairwise classification, multiclass classification, or regression problem. For example, the basic
idea of pairwise model is to look at pairs of items at a time, come up
with the optimal ordering for that pair of items, and then use it to
determine the final ranking for all the items. Many methods, including RankNet [2], LambdaRank [3], RankSVM [16], GBRank [41],
McRank [22] etc., are proposed and have proven to be very successful algorithms for solving real world ranking problems [4]. In
this paper, we employ the classic LambdaRank method with standard tree implementation of (robust) logitboost [11, 21], to further
enhance the performance of our FastInput system.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the comprehensive solution of improving
the input efficiency on mobile devices. The proposed FastInput
framework is effective and practical on mobile devices, as validated
by an extensive empirical study. It is clear that, the proposed system
is not limited to the Chinese and English input, but also can be
leveraged for other input languages. We hope this work presented
in this paper will be able to provide useful insights to the related
research community in industry as well as academia.
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